Malay: Ginsberg belonged to a very rich country, his father was a poet himself and quite well to do; Ginsberg thus knew what he should leave for posterity to remember. In whichever country he went he used to send all the paper cuttings, magazines etc. related to him to his step-mother who used to arrange them country-wise in their basement. He made millions from the sale of these items including his books, poetry readings, photographs and records. Right from the beginning he had friends in the writing world. His friend Burroughs was very rich, Ferlinghetti was a publisher. As far as I know after returning from India he converted to Tibetan Buddhism and after death was cremated according to Buddhist rites; his ashes have been placed between the tombs of his parents, given to some Red Indian tribes and sprinkled on Amazon river.
I come from a very poor family of twenty members living in a slum at Patna's Imlitala locality in which the residents were all poor Mahadalits (who were called untouchables in my childhood) and remnants from descendants of Harems of Lucknow Nawabs. My father was the only earning member and we did not have any restrictions to enter any house during playing hide and seek. My elder uncle was a menial staff at Patna Museum and I had the opportunity to visit all the rooms of the Museum for free during my holidays. None of the elders in my family had gone to school and my elder brother Samir was the first member to attend school and college. Because of Samir's interest in literature we started getting poetry books, novels, drama, criticism books from Calcutta (now Kolkata and I was introduced to literature. Not being from a literary family I have not preserved the letters written to me, the Hungryalist bulletins & magazines as well as my books. I never knew that when you meet famous writers you have to get photographed with them. In school (Ram Mohan Roy Seminary -a non-Hindu school) I was guided by lady librarian Namita Chakraborty to read Brahmo Samaj writers. At Imlitala I was introduced to Faiz and Ghalib by a Shia Muslim girl (I used to visit their house to purchase duck eggs) who used to recite their poems which I did not understand at that time though I liked her sonorous rendition. This girl was the first who fell in love with me and I was initiated into the secrets of female body. This was the beginning of my heterosexual journey and I still remain a heterosexual. I am a Hindu in the sense that I was born in a Hindu Brahmin family -I call myself an Instinctive Hindu, I used to enjoy Holi and fireworks during Diwali. However, having been educated in a Brahmo school all these things withered away; my parents also did not have sparable time to devote to religious activities. I am certainly Bengali and certainly Indian. In fact after visiting some foreign countries I have realised that I feel at home only in India.
Q. We would like to know how the movement was conceived. Did you prepare any manifesto? Was it Calcutta centric only? Malay: Yes. I have told you just now that the participants came from various places and we could reach out to the districts. Since at Calcutta most of the writers were against us, they would visit the printing presses and tell them not to print our bulletins, books and periodicals. We had to arrange with a press at Berhampur, Murshidabad for getting them printed and we arranged to bring them to Calcutta. Manish Ghatak, whose nom-de-plume was Jubanashwa, resided there and gave a helping hand to identify the press. Manish Ghatak, you might be knowing is Ritwik Ghatak's elder brother and father of Mahasweta Devi. The press was run by Adrish Bardhan's elder brother; Adrish Bardhan is a known writer of detective and children's books. 
Q. How did the Hungryalist Movement become a significant poetry movement?
Malay: I would like to correct you that the Hungryalist movement was not limited to poetry. We had novelists, dramatists and painters. Anil Karanjai was awarded Lalit Kala Academy prize for his paintings. Karuna Nidhan Mukhopadhyay drew posters and Subimal Basak sketched some drawings for Hungryalist bulletins which created uproar during Sixties. It became significant primarily because we started writing against the modern poetry and narrative style of thirties. They had discarded Nazrul Islam and Jasimuddin; Madhusudan Dutta was also being side-lined. We said that the thirties critics thought in terms of Abrahamic single line progression whereas Brahmo Tagore The surroundings of your clitoris were being embellished with coon at that time Fine rib-smashing roots were descending in to your bosom Stupid relationship inflated in the bypass of senseless neglect Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaah I do not know whether I am going to die Squandering was roaring within heart's exhaustive impatience I'll disrupt and destroy I'll split all in to pieces for the sake of Art There isn't any other way out for Poetry except suicide Shubha Let me enter in to the immemorial incontinence of your labia majora In to the absurdity of woeless effort In the golden chlorophyll of the drunken heart Why wasn't I lost in my mother's urethra? Why wasn't I driven away in my father's urine after his self-coition?
